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Abstract

Flash sintering of oxide powders is associated with dissipated power in the narrow range 10–50 W·cm⁻³ irrespective of their composition. By analysis and normalization of the experimental results from literature to constant particle size (100 nm) and applied electric field (500 V cm⁻¹), we show that the relative flash sintering temperature is dictated by the oxide crystal-type and its cation ionic potential resulting from its chemical composition. The expected flash onset temperature increases with the increase in fusion enthalpy and confirms the formation of liquid at the particle contacts as a mechanism for the powder densification.

Flash sintering (FS) is a novel sintering method by which a simultaneous application of critical electric field and temperature leads to ultrafast densification of ceramic powder compacts within seconds. The process is often accompanied by a flash event hence termed flash sintering. The sudden increase in the electrical conductivity at the flash onset temperature leads to local Joule heating at the particle contacts. The different aspects of the powder characteristics and the process parameters were investigated during FS and different atomistic mechanisms, either in solid-state [1,2] or liquid-assisted [3], were proposed for the ultrafast densification. Nevertheless, the relation between the critical electric field and its flash temperature to the basic properties of the ceramic is still unknown. Compilation of flash sintering data of different oxides by Raj [4] revealed that the dissipated power at the flash event extends over a narrow range, 10–50 W·cm⁻³. Raj and others showed that this power range is independent of the heating rate, the applied electric field [5], the specimen volume [6], and the powder particle size [7]. This narrow range of dissipated power in oxides with different chemical compositions and powder characteristics, may point to similar mechanisms activated at the flash onset conditions; consequently, some basic properties of the oxide should define its relative electric field-flash onset temperature.

In the present analysis, we follow our previous model [3,8] where the flash and the simultaneous abrupt increase in the electrical conductivity were related to the current percolation through the softened/melted particle contacts. Irrespective of the densification mechanism, there is a common agreement that certain amount of power is needed to initiate the flash event. This arises from the current percolation threshold that necessitates softening/melting of critical volume fraction of the oxide at the particle contacts. The existence of the incubation time [9], where specimens with higher electric resistance (disks with identical diameters and increasing heights) exhibited shorter incubation times to the flash event at the isothermal conditions [7], confirms this trend. Therefore, as soon as the critical power for softening/melting of the particle contact is attained, the corresponding temperature acts as the flash temperature. Consequently, the relative flash temperature of a given oxide among all oxides should be dictated by its basic properties that define its crystal stability, i.e. fusion entropy, crystal structure, ionic potential, etc.

We used the data compiled by Raj [4] on different oxides flash sintered in air, in addition to oxides from other sources [10–24]. A few single data points were also included [10,14,15,19], and the appropriate oxide was underlined in Table I (see Supplement). We used and plotted these experimental FS data, where several different electric field - flash temperature combinations were available, as shown in Fig. 1. All these data were acquired in the same atmosphere (air), but vary in the heating rate, the range of the applied fields, as well as the flash temperatures and the original particle size. These plots often show linear to shallow hyperbolic relations between the flash temperature and the applied field on the semi-logarithmic scale (Fig. 1). In order to compare the flash sintering temperature data in Fig. 1, one should normalize the data with respect to the heating rate, particle size and the applied electric field.

It was shown that changing the heating rate from 2 to 20 °C·min⁻¹ during FS of Al₂O₃/3YSZ composite yielded flash temperatures in the
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narrow temperature range, i.e. $\Delta T = 42^\circ C$, between 1165 $^\circ C$ to 1207 $^\circ C$ [4]. Therefore, we neglected the effect of the different heating rates among the various oxide candidates used for comparison in Table I (see Supplement). Nevertheless, we considered the effect of the particle size via the particle contact, and its electric resistance contribution to the overall specimen resistance [7]. Recently, a numerical model was developed to express the particle size effect on the flash sintering temperature associated with the particle contact resistance using 3YSZ (ZrO$_2$ stabilized with 3 mol% Y$_2$O$_3$ and exhibits tetragonal symmetry) as a model system [25]. The flash sintering temperature rapidly increased with the particle radius in the nanometer range, but tended to saturation at the micrometer particle size (Fig. 6 in ref. [25]). With respect to the previous model, we used the particle size of 100 nm subjected to electric field of 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ as a reference for comparing the flash sintering temperatures of the different oxides.

First, we selected flash temperatures of oxides that correspond to the applied field of 500 V·cm$^{-1}$, or the closest to this value. These temperatures were denoted as $T_f$ in Table I (see Supplement). Second, we used the theoretical calculations of the particle size effect [25], and normalized the flash temperatures $T_f$ of each oxide for 100 nm particle size (Fig. 6 in ref. 25, where 3YSZ with 100 nm particle size acts as a standard). This resulted in new flash sintering temperatures, denoted $T_{fl}$ in Table I (see Supplement). Further, we assumed that the new estimated electric field–flash temperature curve, for a given oxide with 100 nm particles, will be parallel to its experimental curve and include $T_{fl}$. Finally, using this estimated curve, we selected the new flash temperature $T_{f2}$ at the electric field of 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ (as listed in Table I in Supplement).

We plotted the resulting flash sintering temperatures normalized for the particle size of 100 nm and applied field of 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ versus oxide melting points in Fig. 2. Despite the limited data in Fig. 2, one can find some proximity between the data of groups of oxides with common crystal structure and composition stoichiometry. In this diagram, CeO$_2$, Gd$_2$O$_3$, Sm$_2$O$_3$, and 3YSZ resemble the CaF$_2$ crystal-type, where SnO$_2$ and TiO$_2$ resemble the Rutile crystal-type, and PbZrTiO$_3$, SrTiO$_3$, and KNbO$_3$ belong to the Perovskite crystal-type. Furthermore, MgTiO$_3$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ resemble similar crystal structures with some variations in ion occupancies. MgTiO$_3$ follow the Ilmenite crystal-type, which is a substitutional derivative of corundum (Al$_2$O$_3$) crystal-type, where the Mg and Ti fill the alternate basal plans. The connecting solid lines between the different oxides in Fig. 2 used only to highlight their crystal relations. Based on Fig. 2 it is clear that there is no direct relation between the flash temperatures to the melting points of the oxides. Nevertheless, the relative flash temperature depends on the oxide crystal-type and stoichiometry as clearly is visible in Fig. 2. In this respect, Y$_2$O$_3$ is located between 3YSZ (tetragonal stabilized ZrO$_2$ with distorted CaF$_2$-type structure) and Al$_2$O$_3$ (corundum). The Y$_2$O$_3$ with bixbyite BCC crystal structure is very close to 2 $\times$ 2 $\times$ 2 supercell of CaF$_2$, where one fourth of the oxygens are vacant per unit lattice compared to CaF$_2$ structure. Therefore, Y cations are six coordinated by the oxygen anions, as is true for Al cations in Al$_2$O$_3$ as the next neighbor to Y$_2$O$_3$. Moreover, Y$_2$O$_3$ transforms at 2308 $^\circ C$ to the CaF$_2$ structure prior to its melting [26]. The interrelation between bixbyite Y$_2$O$_3$ to the crystal-types of its neighbors, i.e. CaF$_2$-type via lattice symmetry and Corundum via composition stoichiometry, symbolized by the two double arrowed lines. Similarly, LiNbO$_3$ (not treated in this paper) adopts the Ilmenite-type structure similar to MgTiO$_3$, however, the Li and Nb are arranged in an ordered fashion within the basal plans of the pseudo-hexagonal lattice. Therefore, the larger K ion (0.152 nm) in KNbO$_3$ (in Fig. 2), compared to the smaller Li ion (0.088 nm) in LiNbO$_3$, leads to the more stable perovskite-type structure than the Ilmenite-type structure. Consequently, KNbO$_3$ is also interrelated to both Perovskite-type and Ilmenite-type crystals as symbolized by the double arrowed line. The proximity between crystal-type and composition stoichiometry within each group of oxides and between the groups resemble the ‘structure-field maps’ of Goldschmidt followed by Roy and Muller [27].

In addition, moving from the bottom right to the top left of the diagram, the electric character of the oxides changes from the insulating dielectric, through the semiconducting (electronic)/ferroelectric and to the ionic conductors. Nevertheless, we expect that the present distribution of the various oxides in Fig. 2 dictated by the crystal stability against the application of the electric field. Formation of liquid at the particle contacts [8] must be associated with crystal instability, with disconnection of the ionic bonds. An important measure of the ion bond stability in the crystal subjected to the electric field is its ion potential (IP), i.e. the cation charge (in our treatment) divided by its radius. In this regard, one should refer to the appropriate cation charge and its radius, dictated, respectively, by the crystal stoichiometry and its coordination number in the oxide crystal structure. We calculated the cationic potential for each oxide using the Shannon ionic radii [28]. The ionic potential for oxides with multiple cations was averaged over the IP of the different cations, considering their molar fractions in the oxide and taking into account the defect stoichiometry. We added the resulting ionic potentials near the oxide symbol in Fig. 2. Although the IP’s vary in the narrow range, systematic increase in flash temperature with an increase in IP was observed for each crystal structure. Therefore, for an oxide with a given crystal-type, the average ionic potential seems

---

**Fig. 1.** Experimental flash temperature–electric field relations in different oxides: Al$_2$O$_3$ [1], BaTiO$_3$ [10], Ce$_2$O$_3$, Gd$_2$O$_3$, Sm$_2$O$_3$, La$_2$O$_3$, CeO$_2$, Gd$_2$O$_3$, and SrTiO$_3$ [13], (La$_{0.8}$Sr$_{0.2}$)(Co$_{0.2}$Fe$_{0.8}$)$_2$O$_3$ [12], MgTiO$_3$ [16], MnCoO$_3$ [17], PbZr$_{0.7}$Ti$_{0.3}$O$_3$ (PZT) [18], SrTiO$_3$ [20], TiO$_2$ [21], Y$_2$O$_3$ [22], 3YSZ [23], 8YSZ [24], and ZnO [25].

**Fig. 2.** Melting point–flash temperature diagram of oxides normalized for the 100 nm particle size under the 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ electric field. The numbers indicate the average ionic potential of the cations in the oxides. The lines used as guidelines only to highlight the oxides with similar crystal structure. The arrowed lines discussed in the text.
to be an appropriate fundamental material parameter that determines the relative flash temperature of the oxide.

Finally, we plotted the well-accepted fusion entropies of the flash sintered oxides, when available, versus the calculated flash temperature, $T_{f}$, as shown in Fig. 3. The flash temperature increases systematically with an increase in the fusion entropy, preserving the distribution pattern of the different crystal-types of oxides found in Fig. 2. The normalized flash temperature $T'_{f}$ increases with increase in the fusion entropy. Compositional variation of the oxide by means of substitutional ions expected to increase the configurational disorder hence increase the solid entropy [29]. Consequently, smaller entropy defects are expected to decrease the lattice stability towards melting, compared to its single cation pure state. We calculated a significant decrease of the flash temperature ($T'_{f}$) down to room temperature, for multi-component CaF$_2$-type [13], Perovskite-type [12], and Spinel-type [17] oxides (Table I — see Supplement). Flash at room temperature is not surprising by applying relatively high electric fields (500 V·cm$^{-1}$) to the defective oxides.

These findings on the relations between the relative flash temperature of a given oxide and its crystal-type and average ionic potential (Fig. 2), as well as its fusion entropy (Fig. 3) are powerful tools for predicting the expected flash temperature of all oxides. These findings strongly support the idea that flash onset temperature of the oxide dictated by local fusion of the particle contacts at the flash event. In this regard, as was noted by Barsoum [30] the fusion entropy per atom/ion vary in a very narrow range around ~10 J·mol$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$ regardless of the material composition, in agreement with the narrow range of the dissipated power observed at the flash onset temperature.

In summary, normalization of the flash sintering temperature data of various oxides to a reference condition of 100 nm particle size subjected to 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ electric field revealed the primary task of the crystal structure, the ionic potential, and mainly the fusion entropy on the relative value of the flash temperature.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2019.01.018.
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Table I: Flash sintering conditions for different oxides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxide*</th>
<th>Experimental data</th>
<th>$T_{f1}$ [$^\circ$C] Extrapolated for 100 nm particle size</th>
<th>$T_{f2}$ [$^\circ$C] Extrapolated for 500 V·cm$^{-1}$ electric field</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particle size [nm]</td>
<td>Field [V·cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ (0.25wt% MgO)</td>
<td>100-300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>1273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{BaTiO}_3$</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ce}<em>{0.9}\text{Gd}</em>{0.1}\text{O}_{1.95}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ce}<em>{0.9}\text{Gd}</em>{0.1}\text{O}_{1.95}$</td>
<td>100-200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ce}<em>{0.8}\text{Gd}</em>{0.2}\text{O}_{1.90}$</td>
<td>300-500</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{KNbO}_3$</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\text{La}<em>{0.6}\text{Sr}</em>{0.4})(\text{Co}<em>{0.2}\text{Fe}</em>{0.8})\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>500-600</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$\sim$ 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MgAl}_2\text{O}_4$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MgTiO}_3$</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1241</td>
<td>1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MnCo}_2\text{O}_4$</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$\sim$ 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Pb (Zr}<em>{0.52}\text{Ti}</em>{0.48})\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SnO}_2$</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SrTiO}_3$ (cubic)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{TiO}_2$ (rutile)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>1171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3\text{YSZ}$ (tetragonal)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8\text{YSZ}$ (cubic)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ZnO}$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Oxides with single data points were underlined.